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Key points 
 
• A possible second large subglacial impact crater is identified in northwest Greenland 
• This crater is more than 36 km wide and is buried by more than 2 km of ice 20 
• This crater is only 183 km from the Hiawatha impact crater but is unlikely to be a twin 
 
Abstract 
 

Following the discovery of the Hiawatha impact crater beneath the northwest margin of 25 
the Greenland Ice Sheet, we explored satellite and aerogeophysical data in search of additional 
such craters. Here we report the discovery of a possible second subglacial impact crater that is 
36.5 km wide and 183 km southeast of the Hiawatha impact crater. Although buried by 2 km of 
ice, the structure’s rim induces a conspicuously circular surface expression, it possesses a central 
uplift and it causes a negative gravity anomaly. The existence of two closely-spaced and similarly-30 
sized complex craters raises the possibility that they formed during related impact events. 
However, the second structure’s morphology is shallower, its overlying ice is conformal and older, 
and such an event can be explained by chance. We conclude that the identified structure is very 
likely an impact crater, but it is unlikely to be a twin of the Hiawatha impact crater. 

 35 

Plain Language Summary 
 
It is increasingly rare to find new large impact craters on Earth, let alone such craters 

buried beneath ice. We describe a possible impact crater buried beneath two kilometers of ice in 
northwest Greenland. The circular structure is more than 36 kilometers wide, and both its shape 40 
and other geophysical properties are consistent with an impact origin. If eventually confirmed as 
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an impact crater, it would be only the second found beneath either of Earth’s ice sheets. The first 
was the Hiawatha impact crater, which is also in northwest Greenland and only 183 kilometers 
away from this new structure, so we also evaluated whether these two craters could be related. 
They are similarly sized, but the candidate second crater appears more eroded and ice above it 45 
is much less disturbed than above the Hiawatha impact crater. Statistical analysis of the frequency 
of two unrelated but nearby large impacts indicates that it is improbable but not impossible that 
this pair is unrelated. Our study expands knowledge of the impact history of the Earth and raises 
the question as to how many other impact craters buried beneath ice have yet to be found. 
 50 

1. Introduction 
 
The geology of Earth’s remote polar regions is relatively poorly known because 

widespread glaciation there obscures the rock surface below. Surprising discoveries continue to 
be made regularly regarding subglacial geology and morphology beneath polar ice sheets, which 55 
inform our understanding of past climate history and subglacial processes (e.g., Bamber et al., 
2013b; Blankenship et al., 1993; Patton et al., 2016). Of particular importance are possible 
subglacial impact craters, because of the potentially global effects of large impacts (Firestone et 
al., 2007; Schulte et al., 2010). 

The discovery of a new subaerial terrestrial impact crater greater than 6 km in diameter is 60 
considered improbable but not impossible (Hergarten & Kenkmann, 2015), while the probability 
of finding new subsurface craters is likely higher. The recent discovery of the subglacial Hiawatha 
impact crater in northwest Greenland (Kjær et al., in revision), new high-resolution maps of 
subglacial topography (Bamber et al., 2013a; Fretwell et al., 2013; Morlighem et al., 2017) and 
the large range of subglacial erosion rates (e.g., Koppes et al., 2015) all suggest that the rarely 65 
considered possibility of large subglacial impact craters beneath either ice sheet should be 
revisited (Bentley, 1979). 

We conducted a preliminary investigation of existing satellite and aerogeophysical 
datasets for northwest Greenland. From that investigation, we identified one new structure that 
may be another subglacial impact crater and which we describe in detail in this study (Figure 1). 70 
Because of its proximity to the Hiawatha impact crater, we also evaluate the possibility that these 
two structures are part of a twin impact event. 
 
2. Data and methods 

 75 
2.1. Morphology, geology and age 

 
We primarily evaluate ten publicly available Greenland-specific remote-sensing datasets 

in this study (Table 1). One dataset is derived from commercial satellite imagery (ArcticDEM), and 
the remaining nine are derived from NASA satellite imagery and 25 years of NASA 80 
aerogeophysical surveys of the Greenland Ice Sheet (1993–2017). 

Four of these ten datasets are gridded and provide regional context for the structure. The 
first gridded dataset is ArcticDEM, which is a high-resolution elevation model of the subaerial ice-
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sheet surface and allows us to detect subtle changes in surface slope that are not otherwise 
apparent in visible imagery. The MODIS Mosaic of Greenland (MOG) provides a similar 85 
perspective, as it represents a high-pass-filtered view of the ice-sheet surface (e.g., Bell et al., 
2006; Scambos et al., 2007; MacGregor et al., 2016b). The third gridded dataset is the subglacial 
topography. In our region of interest, this topography is derived from both ordinary kriging of radar-
measured ice thickness in the ice-sheet interior (including over the new structure) and mass 
conservation closer to the ice margin where the ice flows more quickly, including over the 90 
Hiawatha impact crater (Morlighem et al., 2017). The fourth gridded dataset is the likely basal 
thermal state of the ice sheet, which is a synthesis of multiple remote-sensing datasets and ice-
sheet models. The remaining six datasets include high-resolution along-track information 
regarding local surface slope, englacial age structure, past ice flow, subglacial topography and 
geology. These datasets are generally used as is, except for the aerogravity dataset. Following 95 
Studinger (1998) and assuming an ice density of 917 kg m–3 and a crustal density of 2670 kg m–

3, we correct the free-air gravity anomaly to a simple Bouguer slab anomaly that accounts for 
spatially variable ice thickness and subglacial topography. 

Following Kjær et al. (in revision), we identify the location of possible elevated rims and 
peaks in the central uplift, which are characteristic features of complex craters (e.g., Melosh, 100 
1989), by examining the bed reflection in airborne radar-sounding profiles collected over the 
structure. We then project the rim picks onto a local polar stereographic projection centered on 
the structure and perform a linear regression that assumes a circular fit to these picks. This best-
fit circle and its center provide context for the interpretation of all other datasets. 

 105 
2.2. Impact frequency 

 
The frequency of impacts that generate large terrestrial craters has been estimated in 

different ways (hereafter simply large impact rate, where large signifies >20 km diameter). For 
example, Hughes (2000) estimated an approximate large impact rate of 3 × 10–15 km–2 yr–1 over 110 
the past 125 ± 20 Myr based on confirmed craters that formed within the North American, 
European and Australian cratons. Using new methods to date lunar craters and hence to constrain 
lunar and terrestrial impact rates, Mazrouei et al. (in revision) inferred that ~355 ± 90 large 
terrestrial craters formed over the last 650 Myr. This total is equivalent to a large impact rate of 
1.0 ± 0.3 × 10–15 km–2 yr–1, though that value may have increased to between 2.5 and 2.8 (± 1.1) 115 
× 10–15 km–2 yr–1 over the last ~100 Myr. Of the 41 confirmed large terrestrial craters, 38 are 
younger than 650 Ma (Earth Impact Database, 2017; Mazrouei et al., in revision). We use these 
values as benchmarks to determine the probability that Hiawatha impact crater and the second 
structure identified in this study formed in such proximity by chance. 

We use two separate methods to calculate the frequency of an impact crater of the 120 
structure’s size and the likelihood of two such nearby craters being part of the same event. Both 
methods use Monte Carlo algorithms (e.g., Bottke & Andrews-Hanna, 2017). The first method 
uses conventional estimates of crater production rates (Hughes, 2000), whereas the second 
method leverages the lunar impact rate to infer the terrestrial impact rate and hence the 
recurrence interval of large impacts (Mazrouei et al., in revision). The second method is similar to 125 
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the well-known “birthday problem”, involving the calculation of the probability that, from a 
randomly chosen population, a pair thereof will have the same birthday. This probability becomes 
surprisingly high for relatively small populations, e.g., >50% for 23 people. Here we evaluate the 
likelihood that a pair of craters are separated less than a given distance merely by chance, i.e., 
that they do not share a “birthday”. 130 
 
3. Results 

 
3.1. Morphology and geology 

 135 
From the subglacial topography of 13 distinct flight segments over the structure between 

1997 and 2017, we identified 26 candidate crossings of an elevated rim and 15 candidate peaks 
of a central uplift (Figure 1d–h; Movie S1; Dataset S1). Conservatively assuming a positional 
uncertainty of 1 km for the rim picks, the best-fit diameter of this possible crater is 36.5 ± 0.2 km. 
This circle encloses a subglacial basin that is covered by up to 2180 m of ice. The best-fit center 140 
of this structure is 183 km southeast (102º) of the center of the Hiawatha impact crater, and the 
mean rim-to-floor depth is 160 ± 100 m. The central peaks are elevated up to 100 m from the 
structure’s floor, and they are separated by up to 23 km from each other. The depth-to-diameter 
ratio is 0.004 ± 0.003. This value is less than half that for the Hiawatha impact crater (0.010 ± 
0.002), and both are unusually low compared to subaerial complex craters (≤0.2; Melosh, 1989). 145 
These key properties of both hypothesized subglacial impact craters are summarized in Table 2. 

Neither the rim nor the central uplift are well resolved by the 150-m gridded subglacial 
topography, which is likely due to the geostatistical compromises inherent in gridding bed 
topography from radar sounding across an entire ice sheet. While the circular shape of the 
structure is less distinct than that of the Hiawatha impact crater, the latter was surveyed more 150 
densely by radar sounding in 2016. The present radar coverage of the structure is broadly similar 
to that of the Hiawatha impact crater prior to 2016 (Figure 1c, Supplementary Figure S1). 

When these radar identifications are overlain on a hillshaded ArcticDEM and MOG, the 
circular surface expression of the relatively flat subglacial structure is clear (Figure 1d, Movie S2). 
Although this surface expression is subtler than that of the Hiawatha impact crater (Figure 1a), 155 
the best-fit circle clearly follows surface slopes inferred from the hillshaded ArcticDEM and derived 
from airborne laser altimetry (Figure 1a,d; Movie S2). ArcticDEM also suggests a breach that 
cross-cuts the western rim and a subglacial trough that continues several tens of kilometers 
downstream. Immediately downstream of this apparent breach, the subglacial trough is >300 m 
deep with a width-to-height ratio of ~6–10 (Movie S1), suggesting that it formed subglacially 160 
(Livingstone et al., 2017). Northeast of the structure, two larger and deeper east/west-trending 
troughs are similarly resolved by ArcticDEM, MOG and radar sounding, supporting our 
interpretation of the presence of a trough (Figure 1a,c) (Livingstone et al., 2017). 

Available aerogravity and aeromagnetic data are sparser than other airborne datasets 
(Figure 1i,j). The aerogravity data indicate an off-center negative Bouguer anomaly within the 165 
structure whose magnitude (>15 mGal) is consistent with that expected for a buried impact crater 
of the structure’s size (Pilkington & Grieve, 1992). The aeromagnetic anomaly over the structure 
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is also mostly negative, and its magnitude is largest (<–300 nT) near the center of the structure, 
but this observation is less significant as such anomalies are known to vary significantly over 
impact craters (Pilkington & Grieve, 1992). 170 
 
3.2. Initial age constraint 
 

Based on the dated radiostratigraphy of the Greenland Ice Sheet, available for pre-2014 
radar data only, the ice overlying the structure is at least 79 ka old (Figure 1e–h) (MacGregor et 175 
al., 2015). These reflections were dated using the depth–age relationships from six deep (> 1km) 
ice cores, including two cores within 200 km of the structure, and vertical ice-flow modeling of the 
ages of reflections not observed at ice-core sites. The five shallow (<150 m) ice cores on 
Humboldt Glacier within 75 km of the structure’s center were not included in this reflection dating 
(Figure 1c). The shallowest three of the five dated reflections identified in Figure 1g are commonly 180 
observed across the Greenland Ice Sheet and their ages are relatively well constrained (38–51 
kyr) (MacGregor et al., 2015). These reflections are clearly conformal with each other, drape 
smoothly over the bed and appear generally undisturbed. This englacial age structure contrasts 
significantly with that of the ice overlying the Hiawatha impact crater, for which no conformal ice 
is unambiguously older than the beginning of the Younger Dryas at 12.8 ka and whose basal ice 185 
is heavily disturbed (Kjær et al., in revision). 

The period necessary to erode a putative crater to its present morphology also loosely 
constrains its age (Kjær et al., in revision). Subglacial erosion rates vary significantly, between 
and 10–5 and 10–2 m yr–1, and this rate depends on several factors, including the thermal state at 
the base of the ice sheet (e.g., Cowton et al., 2012; Koppes et al., 2015). Assuming that the 190 
structure’s original morphology had a rim-to-floor depth of >1 km, which is consistent with that 
expected for a crater of this size (Collins et al., 2005) but an order of magnitude greater than its 
present value (~160 m), then >105 yr is required to erode into the present morphology beneath a 
thawed ice-sheet bed and >108 yr for a frozen bed. This simple calculation ignores likely subglacial 
sediment deposition on the crater floor, which would occur at a rate comparable to erosion and 195 
decrease the burial period. 

 
3.3. Impact frequency 

 
If we assume that the large impact rate is 3 × 10–15 km–2 yr–1 (Hughes, 2000), that the 200 

crater-to-projectile diameter ratio is ~20 for Earth-impacting projectiles traveling at 20 km s–1 
(Bottke et al., 2002; Melosh, 1989) and that these projectiles follow the size-frequency distribution 
of near-Earth objects (Harris & D’Abramo, 2015), we find that 36.5-km-wide craters form at rates 
~3.2 times lower than for all large craters. This value implies a recurrence interval of ~2.1 Myr. 
For Hiawatha-sized craters of 31.1 km, this production rate is only ~2.3 times larger, so the 205 
recurrence interval is slightly smaller (1.5 Myr). We find that for every million synthetic large 
craters produced on Earth, ~210 such craters will fall within 183 km of each other. If we further 
assume a single 36.5-km-wide crater has already formed, the probability that a large crater of any 
size will form within a 183-km radius around it is 2.1 × 10–4, i.e., the ratio of that surface area to 
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that of the whole Earth. Given that the recurrence interval of 31.1-km craters is 1.5 Myr, the above 210 
probability implies that an unrelated large crater pair of the observed proximity should occur every 
7.1 Gyr. 

For the birthday problem, we consider the probability that in a set of 355 ± 90 randomly 
chosen large craters that formed since 650 Ma (Mazrouei et al., in revision) some crater pairs will 
form within our threshold distance (183 km) on stable terrain, so that the crater pair persists until 215 
the present. For each of 1000 iterations of a Monte Carlo algorithm, we randomly chose the 
location of 355 large terrestrial craters and determined the separation distances between all 
possible pairs. Following this method, we find that on average 13 large crater pairs are separated 
by less than 183 km. Mazrouei et al. (in revision) estimated that 10.7 ± 3.1% of the Earth’s surface 
was stable enough to possess craters as old as 650 Ma by taking the ratio of the number of known 220 
large terrestrial craters (38) to the number inferred to have been produced during that period from 
the lunar production rate (355). We argue this estimate is reasonable because large lunar and 
terrestrial craters formed over the last 650 Myr have both a similarly-shaped size–frequency 
distribution and a similar age distribution, but this argument holds only if crater erasure 
mechanisms on stable terrestrial terrain are less pronounced than previously thought. The product 225 
of the predicted number of unrelated proximal crater pairs (13) and the fraction of stable terrestrial 
terrain (10.7 ± 3.1%) suggests that the number of large unrelated crater pairs separated by less 
than 183 km on stable terrestrial terrain is one or two (1.4 ± 0.4). 
 
4. Discussion 230 
 

Here we consider two key questions regarding the identified structure. First, is this 
structure an impact crater? If so, then what is its relationship (if any) to the Hiawatha impact 
crater? 

Although the structure is unusually shallow for a complex crater, the circular surface 235 
expression, the consistently elevated rim, flat floor and the presence of a central uplift are all 
morphologically consistent with a complex crater. The radar-identified peaks in the central uplift 
are sufficiently separated (up to 23 km apart or ~64% of the structure’s diameter) that we 
speculate that they form a nascent central peak ring, consistent with the expected morphology for 
such a structure (Melosh, 1989). For subaerial complex craters on Earth, the gradational transition 240 
from a central peak to a central peak ring is predicted to occur at a diameter of <25 km (Melosh, 
1989), so the presence of a central peak ring within the structure is plausible. The negative 
aerogravity anomaly within the structure’s perimeter is also consistent with an impact crater, but 
these data are sparse enough that it is not yet clear if the anomaly is concentric within the 
structure, and anomalies of a similar magnitude are observed ~40 km southwest of the structure’s 245 
rim. The negative aeromagnetic anomaly within the structure’s perimeter somewhat challenges 
an impact origin for the structure. However, this anomaly could be due to non-magnetic post-
impact sedimentary fill, which could also account for the muted crater morphology (Pilkington & 
Grieve, 1992). 

Volcanic or periglacial processes can also sometimes produce quasi-circular 250 
morphologies (e.g., calderas or cirques, respectively), but they are not necessarily circular nor 
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must they possess a central uplift. Most of Greenland’s bedrock is likely Precambrian in age (>541 
Ma; Dawes, 2009), but active subglacial volcanism has been identified in part of northeastern 
Greenland (Fahnestock et al., 2001). Critically, neither the negative aerogravity nor the negative 
aeromagnetic anomalies observed over the structure are consistent with a volcanic origin 255 
(Blankenship et al., 1993). Based on the sum of the available observations, we conclude that the 
structure is very likely an impact crater. 

Twin or multiple large terrestrial craters may exist because ~15% of near-Earth asteroids 
are binaries or multiples (Bottke & Melosh, 1996; Margot et al., 2015; Walsh & Jacobson, 2015). 
Dynamical modeling suggests most binaries form when non-gravitational forces spin asteroids up 260 
fast enough for them to shed mass (Walsh et al., 2008; Walsh & Jacobson, 2015). Other binary 
asteroids may form when smaller celestial bodies undergo tidal disruption near large terrestrial 
planets (e.g., Bottke & Melosh, 1996). The discovery of two closely-spaced, similarly-sized 
complex craters thus requires an initial evaluation of the twin hypothesis, i.e., that they formed 
near-simultaneously. 265 

Observations that favor the twin hypothesis include the proximity and size of both 
structures, their similar morphologies, the local ice-flow history and apparent local basal melting. 
Beneath the structure itself, the basal thermal state is identified as being likely thawed presently 
(MacGregor et al., 2016b), which is also supported by a prior analysis of bed reflectivity there 
(Oswald and Gogineni, 2012). Based on our simple erosion period estimates (~105–108 yr), this 270 
present basal thermal state suggests that the structure is unlikely to be older than the Pleistocene 
(2.6 Ma – 11.7 ka), during which time a large ice sheet waxed and waned over Greenland 
(Schaefer et al., 2016; Bierman et al., 2016). Evidence of basal melting and past rapid ice flow in 
this region during part of the Holocene (9 ka – present) suggests that ice flow over the structure 
is anomalous (Figure 1k, Movie S2; MacGregor et al., 2016a,b), but this pattern could instead be 275 
related to the event that produced the more likely geologically recent Hiawatha impact crater, not 
this second structure. An impact into thicker ice above this structure during the Pleistocene, as 
compared to over the Hiawatha impact crater (Peltier et al., 2015), would have further dampened 
the final crater morphology (Senft & Stewart, 2008), and this thicker ice would also have had 
greater driving stress, leading it to more quickly override and bury the resulting crater. Further, 280 
the structure does not appear to be a significant hydropotential low presently, suggesting that any 
subglacial water present may be generated locally. 

Observations that disfavor the twin hypothesis include the radiostratigraphic 
conformability and age of the overlying ice, lack of evidence of ongoing subglacial erosion, other 
formerly subglacial impact craters and uncertainty regarding the past history of the Greenland Ice 285 
Sheet. Given the conformable age structure of the overlying ice, a twin event would require that 
the ice sheet rapidly override the structure and thermodynamically equilibrate with impact-
generated heat sources since the late Last Glacial Period, the youngest possible age of the 
Hiawatha impact structure (Kjær et al. in revision). No ice-flow modeling has yet been performed 
to evaluate this possibility, but it appears improbable. Modeling of subaerial impacts on Mars 290 
suggests that a hydrothermal system would likely still exist following such a short post-impact 
period (Abramov & Kring, 2005). From airborne radar sounding, such a system may be present 
beneath the Hiawatha impact crater (Kjær et al., in revision), but there is not yet such evidence 
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beneath this second structure. Further, radar reflectivity patterns suggest that the basal ice 
directly overlying the Hiawatha impact crater is debris-rich, and much of this debris clearly 295 
originates at the bed, indicating active subglacial erosion. No such radar signature clearly exists 
within the basal ice above the second crater (Figure 1e–h). Additionally, multiple terrestrial craters 
elsewhere have been recently covered by ice for potentially extended periods (~105–106 yr) and 
yet they partly retain their topographic expression, e.g., the Clearwater Lake craters in Québec, 
Canada (Schmeider et al., 2015). Finally, the present basal thermal state could easily have varied 300 
in the past, and this state is particularly difficult to constrain for this sector of the Greenland Ice 
Sheet (Aschwanden et al., 2016). 

The first of the two methods we used to evaluate impact frequency indicates a recurrence 
interval for nearby craters of these sizes (7.1 Gyr) that is greater than the age of the Earth, 
implying that the craters’ proximity is unlikely to be a matter of chance and favoring the twin 305 
hypothesis. However, the second method, i.e., the “birthday problem” calculation, indicates that 
one or two such pairs should exist on Earth presently. Two large unrelated crater pairs are already 
known: 1. The Boltysh (24 km) and Obolon’ (20 km) craters in Ukraine, which are separated by 
108 km yet were formed 104 Myr apart (Earth Impact Database, 2017); and 2. The overlapping 
Clearwater Lake craters in Canada, which are ~26 and ≥36 km in diameter and separated by ~30 310 
km, yet differ in age by ~180 Myr (Schmieder et al., 2015). Considering the uncertainty (90, or 
25%) in the number of large terrestrial craters (355) predicted by Mazrouei et al. (in revision), two 
such pairs are certainly plausible, while three is less likely. We note that our Monte Carlo modeling 
predicts that only the East and West Clearwater Lake crater pair is a low-probability event (~5–
10% in the past 650 Myr). Further, no nearly-equal size binary asteroids in the near-Earth asteroid 315 
population have yet been discovered (Johnston, 2017), suggesting a dearth of suitable impactors 
to explain similar-size crater pairs. Models of their formation suggest they are difficult to form or 
keep stable by rotational fission (e.g., Jacobson & Scheeres, 2011). Hence, while it less surprising 
that the Hiawatha pair could be unrelated than for the Clearwater Lake or Ukrainian pairs, the 
scenario that all three crater pairs are unrelated is broadly consistent with our present 320 
understanding of impact frequency and impactor populations. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

We presented aerogeophysical evidence for a second large (>36 km) subglacial impact 325 
crater with a possible nascent central peak ring in northwestern Greenland. While conclusive 
identification of this structure as an impact crater awaits further research, including direct sampling 
(French and Koeberl, 2010), this new structure is potentially the 22nd largest terrestrial impact 
crater (Earth Impact Database, 2017). The possibility of additional subglacial craters beneath the 
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets should be investigated, as our discovery further emphasizes 330 
the ability of ice sheets to both bury and preserve evidence of terrestrial impacts. 

This hypothesized subglacial impact crater is 183 km southeast of the Hiawatha impact 
crater. This crater pair possesses several similarities (circular surface expression, elevated rim, 
central uplift, size), but other englacial and subglacial characteristics are divergent (ice age, 
depth-to-diameter ratio, basal ice), and their proximity is plausibly but not conclusively explained 335 
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by chance. So, based on presently available data and our modeling, we assess that this second 
crater is unlikely to be part of a twin impact event with the Hiawatha impact crater. Such an event 
would be a rare occurrence on Earth for confirmed or unconfirmed impact craters. 

Besides Humboldt Glacier and five shallow ice cores collected nearby in 1995 (the 
“Humboldt” cores, Figure 1c), there are no named geographic features overlying the structure we 340 
identified in this study (Bjørk et al., 2015). The earliest known ground-based investigation of this 
region is the 1953–1954 British North Greenland Expedition (Figure 1c), which included eminent 
glaciologist W.S.B. (“Stan”) Paterson (Paterson, 1955). Should the impact origin of this structure 
be established definitively, we suggest respectfully that it be named the Paterson crater. 
 345 
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Tables 515 
 
Table 1. Greenland satellite and aerogeophysical datasets evaluated in this study. 
Dataset / instrument Purpose Reference a 

ArcticDEM Release 4 surface elevation Polar Geospatial Center 
MODIS Mosaic of Greenland surface texture Haran et al. (2013) 
BedMachine v3 subglacial 

topography 
Morlighem et al. (2017); 
Kjær et al. (in revision) 

Airborne Topographic Mapper surface slope Studinger (2017) 
Multi-Channel Coherent Radar Depth Sounder  subglacial 

topography and 
internal structure 

Leuschen (2018) 

Radiostratigraphy of the Greenland Ice Sheet age structure MacGregor et al. (2015) 
Holocene ice flow of the Greenland Ice Sheet Holocene vertical 

strain rate 
MacGregor et al. (2016a) 

Basal thermal state of the Greenland Ice Sheet likely basal thermal 
state and melt rate 

MacGregor et al. (2016b) 

Sander AIRGrav gravimeter gravity anomaly Cochran & Bell (2016) 
Scintrex CS-3 Cesium magnetometer magnetic anomaly Cochran et al. (2014) 
a Instrument and dataset precision, accuracy and spatiotemporal resolution discussed therein. 
 
Table 2. Key properties of subglacial impact craters in northwest Greenland. 520 

  Subglacial impact crater 
Property Units Hiawatha “Paterson” a 

Center latitude ºN 78.72 78.27 
Center longitude ºW 66.33 58.41 
Diameter km 31.1 ± 0.3 36.5 ± 0.2 
Rim-to-floor depth m 320 ± 70 160 ± 100 
Depth-to-diameter ratio  0.010 ± 0.002 0.004 

± 0.003 
Maximum central peak width km 8 23 
Maximum central peak subglacial relief m 50 100 
Maximum thickness of overlying ice m 950 2180 
Minimum age of overlying ice ka 12.8 79 
Reference  Kjær et al. (in revision) This study 

a Suggested name for the structure described in this study, discussed in Conclusions section. 
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Figure captions 
 
Figure 1. (a) Hillshaded ArcticDEM surface elevation across northwestern Greenland, 525 

showing both the Hiawatha impact crater along the ice margin and the presently identified 
structure farther inland to the southeast. Horizontal lines across the panel are mosaicking 
artifacts. Magenta arrows indicate location of both structures. Ice divides and margin are 
from Zwally et al. (2012) and Howat et al. (2014), respectively. Locations of 1953–1954 
British North Greenland Expedition (BNGE) traverse stations, 1959–1967 Camp Century 530 

station and 1995 Humboldt Glacier shallow ice-core sites are from Paterson (1955), 
Colgan et al. (2016) and Mosley-Thompson et al. (2001), respectively. Location of panels 
(d), (i), (j) and (k), Supplementary Figure S1, and Movies S1 and S2, shown as white 
dashed box. (b) Map of Greenland with black box showing location of panels (a) and (c). 
(c) Gridded subglacial topography across northwestern Greenland (Morlighem et al., 535 

2017; Kjær et al., in revision). 1993–2017 NASA and 2016 AWI flight tracks are from 
Leuschen (2018) and Kjær et al. (in revision), respectively. (d) Hillshaded ArcticDEM in 
the vicinity of possible second impact crater, with overlain radar-identified features 
(elevated rim and peaks in central uplift) and best-fit circle to rim identifications. A breach 
in the western portion of the rim is highlighted. (e–h) Selected radargrams over the 540 

possible impact crater from 14 May 1999, 5 May 2014, 16 May 2012 and 17 April 2017, 
respectively. Vertical dashed lines indicate identified elevated rim and peaks in the central 
uplift. In (g), the ages of five prominent deep reflections (MacGregor et al., 2015) and the 
ice–bed reflection are identified. (i) Simple Bouguer aerogravity anomaly, (j) 
aeromagnetic anomaly (not reduced to pole) and (k) 9–0 ka mean basal melt rate over 545 

the second possible impact crater (Table 1). 


